
Ceremonial 
Occasions Quiz



What do people do on "oshichiya," 
the seventh day after a child is born?

① wash the body of a baby

② get back home from the hospital

③ name a baby

④ take a baby out for the first time
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Parents and grandparents take their baby to 
a Shinto shrine in their neighborhood for the 
first time about one month after birth. 
What is this called?

① orē mairi

② omiya mairi

③ omiya mōde

④ orē mōde
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What day after the baby's birth is it when 
people celebrate "okuizome" (a newborn 
baby eating for the first time)?

① 88th day

② 100th day

③ 180th day

④ 365th day
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In the Seven-Five-Three Festival, boys and 
girls are celebrated at different ages. Which 
of the following are the correct ages?

① boy: 3 and 7 years old, girl: 3 and 5 years old

② boy: 3 and 5 years old, girl: 5 and 7 years old

③ boy: 5 and 7 years old, girl: 3 and 5 years old

④ boy: 3 and 5 years old, girl: 3 and 7 years old
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What does "kan" of "kan-kon-sō-sai" 
mean?

① enter elementary school

② graduate from university

③ come of age

④ have a baby
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What do people generally do at 
Coming-of-Age ceremonies?

① visit a municipal office 
and submit an "adult registration"

② gather in a municipal facility 
and listen to people in high position

③ visit a shrine and undergo 
a purification ceremony

④ go to a hotel or restaurant 
and drink alcohol
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What kind of kimono do Japanese women 
usually wear at the Coming-of-Age 
ceremony?
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At what age are Japanese people 
permitted to drink alcohol? 

① 16 years old

② 18 years old

③ 20 years old

④ 22 years old
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At what age do males enter the year of 
"taiyaku," which is said to be a year 
when men may experience calamity and 
illness or misfortune?

① 32 years old

② 37 years old

③ 42 years old

④ 47 years old
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What day is the most popular date for a 
wedding ceremony in the "Rokuyō" calendar 
introduced from China? 

① senshō

② tomobiki

③ shakkō

④ taian
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At the wedding ceremony in a Shinto shrine, 
the couple make their vows by exchanging 
cups of sake. What is this ceremony called?

① sansanhachido [three, three, eight times]

② sansankudo [three, three, nine times]

③ yonyonhachido [four, four, eight times]

④ yonyonkudo [four, four, nine times]
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During the wedding reception, the bride 
and groom change their outfits. 
What is this called?

① oiro naoshi
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③ ishō naoshi
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married women usually don't wear?
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How much money is considered improper for 
the guest of a wedding ceremony to give to 
the couple?

① 5,000 yen

② 10,000 yen

③ 20,000 yen

④ 30,000 yen
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What is the headpiece that the bride puts 
on when she wears a Japanese-style 
wedding gown called?

① tsuno kakushi

② wata bōshi

③ shiro zukin

④ kinu kaburi
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② hikidemono

③ kaeshimono
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Which of the following is the expression 
that should not be used in a wedding 
speech?

① musubu (tie)

② ochiru (fall)

③ yobu (call)

④ kireru (cut)
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③ black
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When people die, their families and 
friends spend the night by them. 
What is this custom called?

① shoya

② zenya

③ joya

④ tsuya
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④ shibetsushiki
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What is the receptacle for the bones after 
cremation?

① kotsu tsubo [bone pot]

② kotsu bako [bone box]

③ kotsu bachi [bone basin]

④ kotsu wan [bone bowl]
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Which of the following gifts would not
be appropriate at a yuinō (engagemet
ceremony)?

① niboshi (a dried small sardine)

② katsuobushi (a dried bonito)

③ konbu (a sea tangle)

④ surume (dried squid)
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In the fifth month of a pregnancy, women will go 
to a shrine to get a special obi to wrap around 
their bellies. On what day will they go and get it?

① Ushi (the Ox)

② Tora (the Tiger)

③ Inu (the Dog)

④ Saru (the Monkey)
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